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PAMM  

PAMM account- is a service which unites investors and PAMM-managers. The PAMM- 
manager earns more by managing funds of investors. The investor receives a profit 
from their investments without taking part in the trade.  

For PAMM-manager  

0TPAMM service of VIPTRADE0T1T 1T– it’s unlimited opportunities for traders with extensive 
experience in the Forex market. Market moveable every minute and the rising in prices or a 
reduction is always a good opportunity for earnings. 
For extraction of profit, the trader must know when and in what direction open the 
transaction, therefore need have the deepest knowledge of the Forex market and own 
a profitable strategy. If you have the required knowledge to trade and significant 
experience that brings you success, you can get a lot more profit using the PAMM- 
service of VIPTRADE.  

PAMM- service of VIPTRADE. enables you to manage investors’ funds. Also you can 
choose the modalities of cooperation to obtain maximum profit, namely:  

Minimum deposit of investors’ contributions;  

Distribution of the profit in a percentage between the investor and the PAMM-manager (you);  

Minimal trading period for the management of funds investors  

After getting acquainted your conditions investors can choose your trading account for 
investment and promotion.  

Terms and Conditions PAMM accounts  

PAMM Service from VIPTRADE uses an automatic process of calculating profit, transactions, 
and therefore, the process of allocation of completely transparent and is safe for all sides. 
General information:  

1. To become a PAMM account Manager, a trader should have a successful trading strategy 
and a desire to get unlimited profit from attracted investors;  

2. To activate the PAMM account, the PAMM Manager must make a minimum deposit in 
amount of $ 1,000.  

3. In order to attract investors, it is not necessary to have a large capital, it is enough to 
show the successful results of trading;  
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4. PAMM Manager can attract investors by itself through forums, ratings;  

5. PAMM Manager on their own lays down conditions for investors: the percentage of 
profit distribution, the trading period, the minimum amount of investment.  

6. PAMM Manager opens for viewing trade statistics and routine value of profit in 
https://cabinet.viptrade.euto investor;  

7. Profit of the PAMM Manager available for withdrawal after the end of each trading 
period;  

8. PAMM Manager may additionally deposit its account at any time. The funds will be 
credited to the account automatically after the end of the trading period, and the 
distribution of percentage between all investors;  

9. PAMM Manager could attract investors during the trading period. Investors can invest in 
the account 24/7, but the funds transferred to the account at the beginning of the new 
trading period;  

10. PAMM Manager may at any time see the new investment in its PAMM account;  
11. PAMM Manager can open an unlimited amount of PAMM accounts with different 

conditions and different strategies to attract more investors;  
12. In “MyProfile” manager will get access and full statistics on all its accounts and 

investments of investors;  
13. The Manager may close its PAMM account, and then all funds will be distributed 

automatically between all investors.  

1. The minimum deposit for activating PAMM account:  

(from 1000 USD/1000 EUR).  

2. The minimum amount for investment:  

(1 USD/1 EUR).  

3. The PAMM account currency:  

(USD or EUR).  

4. Profit from your managing:  

(Is set by PAMM Manager and calculated automatically by PAMM service of VIPTRADE).  

5. The additional contribution of funds:  
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(PAMM Manager can additionally deposit its account, but the funds transferred to the account 
automatically after the end of the trading period).  

6. Withdraw Funds:  

(PAMM Manager can withdraw all profit by sending a request for withdrawal. The withdrawal 
will be made after the end of the trading period, and profit distribution).  
32TU  
U32T  

7. Recovery closed PAMM account:  

(After closing the PAMM account is performed automatically transfer percents to the 
“MyProfile” balance of all parties (investor, manager). To restore the PAMM account you 
should send a request through “MyProfile”.)  

For Investor  

0TPAMM service of https://cabinet.viptrade.eu- it’s limitless possibilities for Investor’s earnings. 
The forex market is very mobile and can change its direction several times a day. To extraction 
of profit from every movements, you need to clearly forecast the time and direction of each 
transaction. Thus, need to have a deep knowledge of the Forex market. PAMM service opens the 
possibilities for customers who do not have such knowledge, but wishing to make a profit.  

You just need to have the investment capital and a desire to entrust it in the successful 
PAMM-manager, for making a profit. For selection profitable PAMM-manager, you can  

independent PAMM-rating  

use the 
PAMM-managers. 
PAMM service of VIPTRADE is fully automatic that allows you to transparently and 
safely monitor and, most importantly, get the profit from a successful trade of PAMM- 
manager .  

The benefits of investing:  

1. You do not need to have experience a successful trade on the Forex market  
2. For investing enough to select a suitable account and make the transaction  
3. For selection the appropriate PAMM-accounts, investors has access to PAMM-rating, 

which has full volume of statistical data for analysis  
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4. The investor is not limited by the number of PAMM-accounts and can transfer his/her 
investments between any accounts without restrictions  

5. The investor can receive full information about his/her investments and profits through 
MyProfile  

- Minimum investment: 
(This value depends on the PAMM-account and is set by PAMM-manager in depending on 
trading strategy).  

- How to divide the profit:  

1T 1T32T( (which provides complete information on all of theRevenue sharing is set by PAMM-
manager when creating an account and can not be changed in the trading process) 

- Additional investments and withdrawals: 
(The investor may additionally invest or withdraw funds from the Manager’s PAMM-  

account, but investing or withdrawal will be realized at the end of trading period, taking into 
account the Margin protection paramenter).  

- Investing in several trading accounts simultaneously: (The investor can 
invest in an unlimited amount of PAMM-accounts).  

- Additional Information:  

(The investment currency must match with the currency of the PAMM account. If the currency 
is different, the investor can independently carry out the conversion using accounts Money Box).  
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